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 It’s a warm day on June 23, 1940 in Paris. The wind blows as Hitler’s Nazi troops march into the 

City of Lights under the Arc de Triumph. Women hurry children into homes. Church bells aren’t 

ringing even though it’s Sunday. Nazi jeeps drive down the streets of Paris. A slash goes off. 

Hitler gets his picture taken with the Eiffel Tower in the background with architect Albert Speer 

on his left and artist Arno Breker on his right. Hitler comments what a beautiful city Paris is and 

wants Speer to recreate Berlin to be more beautiful then Paris. Besides, with Paris being covered 

so much with filth of the new art movements and the housing of Jews, how hard could that 

really be? Such a pity that Napoleon’s once prized city now has fallen. It’s now time for a new 

leader of art in Europe. Odile Rosenburg, who is in charge of the Reichsleiter Rosenberg 

Taskforce (change name?)—a group who is in charge of confiscating important books and 

manuscripts, artifacts, and valuable cultural property of the Jews—knows what she needs to do 

and smiles devilishly. 

 The Louvre is in a hustle. Men and women are hurrying putting some pieces of art into crates. 

Many pieces such as the Mona Lisa have already been shipped away to safe hideaways over the 

past year. They feared that the Louvre would be a spot where Hitler might be interested in and 

after hearing what the Nazi’s have been doing with other art pieces, why might they not be 

next? Many pieces are still in the building. A young girl of about 7 runs about between the 

adults. A sharply dressed, portly man comes over and wonders why she is there. She should be 

home with her nanny. This is not a day for a young girl to be in such a commotion of a spot. A 

young lady, tall, fair skinned with dark hair, grabs the girl’s hand and replies that she was not 

going to leave her daughter home without them on such a dark day. The man sighs, worry 

flickering in his eyes, and replies reluctantly that they should just be careful. 

 The Nazi’s, Hitler, and Rosenburg are on their way with some young Nazi soldiers; everyone 

freaks out, throws last minute items into the truck and zoom off; only the man, wife, and girl are 

left and are soon greeted by them; they show their allegiance to them (try to make it tense) 

 Over time (NOT a montage) we see the change of seasons, the mother and the young girl going 

to the Louvre, going to see a lady, and various other activities including them trying to show 

their support to the Nazis as the mother and father constantly figure out how to protect the art 

and mother a part of the French Resistance; the young girl takes part in Nazi youth, braid hair, 

possibly too young to fully understand what is going on/going along with everything, not really 

questioning it 

 Maybe a small event that makes her start to think and understand as she gets older and the 

passing of time that the Nazis are not good people; maybe a favorite art presenter at the Louvre 

disappears or is arrested in front of her for being a creator of degenerate art/animation against 

the Nazis (?) 

 However, one time when they go to the Louvre, she isn’t as careful and the Nazi’s realize the 

mother has been stealing artifacts; the mother and daughter escape with them trailing after 

them; they yell “stop” but they don’t and shoot them fatally killing the mother and the daughter 

is grazed; the girl sees her mother die and the art piece that she was carrying; the art piece is 



not very large—something easy to sneak away—and is slightly a combination of Jackson Pollock 

and Salvador Dali with a bunch of numbers and equations incorporated on it; to the Nazis it is a 

piece of degenerate art that was left in storage 

 The father soon learns about this and has to save face for him, his daughter, and the Louvre by 

acting that he didn’t know about the art pieces being stolen and that she was a traitor to the 

Fuher; to show his trust, he later proposes to Rosenburg and that no information will be kept 

between them 

 They end up moving into the north, far away from Paris, in an old, run-down chateau; the young 

girl is not happy there, but her father gives her a locket that once belong to her mother, for her 

to keep 

 Time passes and the young girl is not happy as Rosenburg treats her horribly; she is not allowed 

to go into most areas of the chateau 

 Rosenburg finds out that the art piece that the mother stole has rumors behind it; it was 

supposedly created by Einstein and the numbers and equations have to do with the Manhattan 

Project; it might be the missing link to help the Germans win the war!; this is now top secret 

information only a limited amount of people know of or have seen it; they decide to ship the 

painting to Berlin but along the way it gets stolen by a guerilla group; there must have been a 

mole in the system and Rosenburg believes it to be her husband and kills him; the young girl has 

heard everything about the painting and knows what it looks like and Rosenburg suspects that 

and doesn’t want her to know either so she decides to kill her 

 She runs away from the chateau and Rosenburg tells the guards to kill her; dogs and guards 

chase after the young girl and she escapes over the fence and into the woods but they are still 

chasing her; she runs and runs…maybe falls down a hill and into a river and is washed away 

where they don’t continue following her; they return to Rosenburg and convince her that she is 

probably dead by drowning; Rosenburg is satisfied 

 Cut to early 1960s; it’s the beginning of a new era; we find ourselves in Oxford, England; girls are 

wearing mod outfits as featured by Twiggy, the Beatles play on the radio, James Bond posters 

line windows, etc; a young woman in her late 20’s is walking the streets, she tries to blend in 

with a combination of mod and sportswear with a floppy hat covering her face; she is carrying a 

stack of books and if looked closely at enough they are art and art history books and her bag has 

a spot of paint on it; she seems in between the over-rolling 1950s classic ideal, the new mod 

rebellious change 1960s idea, and the old medieval and renaissance buildings around her as if 

she doesn’t fit into any of these categories;…heads back to apt? est character of about 20 yrs 

later…incorporate the Einstein blackboard of the science museum for a later clue… 

 Rosenburg finds out that her step-daughter is still alive; we are now in Berlin (east or west?) 

which is now very run down and under control; they are underground in an area of mostly old 

tech; the team is now in hiding and very small and yet somehow there is a mole running about; 

Rosenburg is now much older, the war was not good to her—she has now changed from the 

beautiful queen to the ugly, wicked witch; they lost the art piece they needed so long ago in 

order for them to get out of the situation they are and Germany is in and she sends out a team 

to go kill her step-daughter once and for all as she is the only one that has an idea of what the 

item looks like and does not want to old Allies to find her 



 Back to the young woman…est character more…maybe have a cat? No the cat could die 

soon…paint and paintings and pictures everywhere…cameras…books on Warhall and Pollock 

(?)… 

 A team of like four or five guys go to Oxford to hunt her down and kill her..apt must not be in 

local/central area such as Broad Street…too populated…she’s kinda in hiding so we don’t want 

her there; the guys spread out—one unknowingly to everyone disappears and changes into 

normal clothes [huntsman character]; goes and talks to Snow White character and convinces her 

very quickly that they need to leave and that he works for the British gov; all of a sudden a 

bunch of shots are heard and fired into the apt; he grabs her hand and they run and jump into 

her car and speed off; the ex-Nazis find something that makes them annoyed (his clothes 

unbeknownst to the audience) jump into their car and pursue after them; after a chase they lose 

them into the Thames and they speed off;  

 

 [he explains to her that he is an agent working for the British to track down old art pieces and 

that they need her help because she knows of the piece they need that her mother stole 20 

years prior…doesn’t trust him because of his German accent] 

 Go to London and fly to Paris on a PanAm; fight breaks out as some of the guys recognize the 

huntsman character, find out people are tracking them 

 When they land in Paris, she takes them to a hideout (maybe the old lady she and her mother 

used to visit?), start talking about painting; they go to the Louvre as two young British lovers; 

she hasn’t been there since she left Paris all those years ago; maybe someone tries to recognize 

her but she has to convince them that it’s not her 

 train to old chateau, they have a discussion over covers; she doesn’t like them because she is 

tired of people judging people for what they see and not what they know (Nazis killing the Jews, 

killing her mother for her cover failing, killing her father because of a cover that wasn’t even 

there, not killing people of different races in America…she is tired of people judging everyone 

and lies), he is okay with covers as that could save people’s lives, she’s lucky she wasn’t killed 

that day because of her mother’s cover slip-up 

 get to chateau and meets with the other six members of group from all over Europe and 

America—these are the 6 other dwarfs with Huntsman also being the leader and seventh dwarf; 

maybe find her old locket and maybe another hint about where the art piece might be; they 

think it might be in West Berlin as it became American after the war 

 Go to Berlin 

 Find art piece, find out why huntsman character so familiar, hes a double spy, lied to her/she’s 

not happy, wants to solve the problem for her family and relies on herself 

 Confront Rosenburg, loses art piece, it’s going to be used on the American side of Berlin as a 

code for a stolen American bomb, Oh no! try to start a war between Germans, Americans, and 

Russians…Germany master race again… 

 Snow White character stops it by remembering the blackboard in the beginning 

 Huntsman gets killed, SW confronts Rosenburg again and confronts her; she would not kill her 

because she won’t steep down to that level 

 SW gets back the art piece and joins the group as the seventh member 


